There is a time after which every process that crashes is always suspected by some correct process.
There is a time after which some correct process is never suspected by any correct process. properties:
There is a time after which every process that crashes is always suspected by all correct processes.
There is a time after which some correct process is never suspected by a majority of the processes. There is a time after which every process that crashes in F is always suspected by some process that is correct in F:
There is a time after which some process that is correct in F is never suspected by any process that is correct in F:
367, dp E correct(F), Vq c correct(F), There is a T such that (1', HD, 1, S, 2') is a run of COnsensUsD.
The set of schedules that are induced by G and some particular 1, can be organized as a tree, the simulation tree T& induced by G and I. There is a schedule l? containing only steps of correct processes such that:
1. S*.E is a vertex of T& and all correct processes have decided in S . J!?(1).
2. S; . E (1 < i~k) is compatible with G.
Note that E! may not be applicable to Si ( Figure  4 .
Note that the selection method in Figure  4 in- The computation component
Since the limit graph G has the four properties of the DAG, we can apply the "centralized" selection method of Figure  4 to identify a correct process.
This method involved:
. Constructing and tagging the infinite simulation forest T induced by G.
. Applying a rule to T to select a particular correct process p*.
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